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Key Vbssages:
. Though the waste pickers contribute a lot to

environment and green economy, their contribution is
not legally accredited and acknowledged by
government or society and is virtually invisible.

. Waste pickers are not acknowledged as arr
occupational group in the national database (e.g.
Labour Force Survey of Bangladesh Bureau of
Statistics) and therefore are normally excluded from
the social security system and other benefits.

. Legal accreditation of informal waste pickers is needed
for their inclusion in the National Database (e.g. Labour
Force Suvey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics) which
will enable the policy planners to include the waste
pickers in national development plans;

. Implementation of the above-mentioned steps will help
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (Goal- 1,

2,3,4,5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 13) and it will facilitate
to accomplish the theme "No one is left behind".

Introduction: Waste Pickers are informal group of
people engaged in searching, collecting, sorting,
processing and selling of wastes and thus they earn their
livelihood. Almost all the waste pickers had to migrate
from rural areas to cities because ofpoverty, family crises,
climate change effects and natural disasters.

According to an estimate there are 400,000 waste pickers in
Bangladesh (Maksud 2010). In Dhaka alone, approximately
120,000 urban poor are involved in the recycling trade

chain. 15o/o of the total generated waste in Dhaka amounting
to 475 tons/day are recycled daily (Department of
Environment 2009) mainly by the waste pickers.

In 2005, Bangladesh used 263,000 tons recycled resin i.e. raw
materials of plastic waste. Use of this recycled plastic waste

saved imporl cost of US$405 million. In Dhaka City
Corporation (DCC) area, 22,792 persors were working in the
plastic waste recycling sector. In terms of employed labor
force of DCC area, it is I percent (Enayetullah 2006).

Bangladesh expects to achieve a market size of plastic
products of $4 billion by 2020 from $1 billion in 2008
(UNESCAP 2011).

The market size of waste materials (Jhoot itpopular term)
from Ready-made garment factories is over Tk. 20 billion.

Informol waste pickers in the streets & public places of Dhaka City

Around 150,000 people are currently employed in the
informal garment waste (Jhoot) recycling sector (Dhaka
Tribune, 22 Nov 2014). Approximately, 3,420 tons of
lead is recovered per year from used lead-acid batteries in
Bangladesh especially by the waste pickers and savings
from imporl replacement was an estimated at Tk.360
million (Waste Concern). In 2014-15 fisca1 year,
Bangladesh exported animal guts, bladders and stomachs

- things that are almost always disposed off as

wastes-worth a staggering US$14.71m. Animal guts,
bladders and stomachs were previously considered just as

food of dogs and foxes at the waste dump site, but
curently these are valuable export items for earning

Waste pickers are busy for collecting waste;f'rom lhe municipal dump site
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foreign curencies. Exporting of a container of animal
guts, bladders and stomachs i.e. about 27 tons of
processed items to China, Thailand, Vietnam or Hong
Kong brings about US$ 0.2 million. Buffalo omasum
soup and omasum salad are quite popular in those
countries for their unique taste (The Daily Star, 18

September 20l7.That same year, export of cattle bones
and horns fetched US$3.38 million (Dhaka Tribune, 29

September 2015). All these waste materials are recovered,
collected, sorted and processed and sent to industries for
recycling by the waste pickers from street, public places,

dustbins and dump sites.

Crises and Challenges of the Waste Pickers in
Securing Sustainable Livelihood
Waste pickers significantly contribute to promote urban
environment and green economy of the country, but they
are not formally involved in Municipal Solid Waste
Management (MSWM) system by the City Corporations
and Municipallties. Though the waste pickers act as the
primary processor in recycling process and play a crucial
role in MSWM of Cities and Towns, they are not
rccognized as public service providers or "green workers"
and have no formal link to City Corporations and
Municipalities or industries. They work as invisible and
unacknowledged workforce and do not have any legal
accreditation for their services.

At every point where waste is handled, they are exposed
to contaminated and toxic materials. There is great risk of
injury, especially at open dumps where they can be run
over by tnrcks or become the victims of surface
subsidence, slides and fires (WIEGO). They collect waste
without any safety measure like wearing shoes, musk or
gloves. Waste pickers endure occupational hazards such
as collecting wastes through bending of their body i.e.
body postures, heavy lifting, carrying heaq, sacksfull of
wastes for hours on their back and head, pulling vans of

household wastes, loading-unloading of waste form
municipal hucks and vans and handling of those
household wastes with bare hands and feet.

The Department of Environment has developed the draft
Solid Waste Management Rules (SWMR). As an effect of
the upcoming SWMR, there will be a big boost to the

recycling sector and its economy (The Independent, 9 August
2017). But it is unclear that how this SWMR will involve the

informal waste pickers in MSWM system and acknowledge
their contribution and how the new SWMR will affect the

lives and livelihood of the informal waste pickers. There is a

possibility that due to this upcoming SWMR for MSWM the

whole waste recycling business is going in the hands of big
waste business enterprises that may jeopardize the

livelihoods of the informal waste pickers and other recycling
workers. Introduction of SWMR may appear as a threatening

issue for livelihoods of waste pickers who have traditionally
collected, sorted and added value to waste. Moreover, new
industries and big corporations may compete for the same

recyclable materials that waste pickers have traditionally
relied on for their occupations and to earn therr livelihood.
Cur:rently, there is no option for formal involvement of the

informal sector waste pickers in MSWM system by the City
Cotporations and Municipalities to save the lives and

livelihood of these waste pickers.

A recent estimate shows that Dhaka City Dwellers pay
Tk.2.4 billion a year as household waste disposal seruice

charges. The concem is that who is taking care of the

occupational safety, decentjob environment, and fair wages

of the household waste collection van workers (Prothom

A1o, 18 September 2017). Obviously, there is no initiative
from the authorities of City Corporations, Municipalities or
any Govemment Deparhnent for the wellbeing of these

informal household waste collection van workers.

A study finding showed that a large majority of waste

pickers (85.3%) are illiterate. Majority of the waste pickers
do not have any birth registration certificates or National
ID cards; therefore, they cannot have access to the Social
Safety Net Programs. In 2013, 42.0 percent of the waste
pickers could not afford to affange three fulI meals a day
during the last 12 months (Maksud 2017). Because of the
vicious cycle of poverty, waste picker children are unable
to access education, adolescents are unable to develop the
skills needed to access alternative occupation and women,
often single mothers, are unaware of their rights or how to
change their situation. A combination of lack of
empowefinent, knowledge, skills, aspirations, birth
certificates and National ID Card is keeping waste pickers
in inhumane conditions with little hope for a sustainable
and decent occupation.

Waste pickers are often subject to social stigma,
discrimination and harassment by the community people,
law enforcing agencies and different authorities. They are

discriminated because of their povefty conditions, current
state of indecent jobs and lack of social and 1egal

acknowledgement. As a consequence, they are excluded
from engagement with people in neighborhoods and waste

Workers are busy with sorting waste material in a recycling shop



facilities. The recent trend of restricting and prohibiting
access of the informal waste pickers to waste, waste
transfer stations and municipal waste dump sites making
their livelihood more lulnerable and unsustainable.

Waste pickers are lulnerable to dramatic price fluctuations,
exploitation by middlemen, and artificially low prices. The

recent trend ofreduction in prices ofthe recyclable materials
means this could leave thousands of informal waste pickers
without enough income to even cover their minimum basic

requirements for survival. Waste Pickers are especially
exploited by the intermediaries of the recycling supply
chain, because individually, they cannot provide the desired

consistency in high quality and large volume for recyclables.

Waste Pickers have to collect Dadon (advance

payment/loan) from the waste trading shop (Bhangari)
owners in their desperate needs on condition that they must
sell all the collected recyclables to the respective lenders.
Thus, they loss their bargaining power in selling their
collected recyclables. Moreover, a waste picker always lacks

in required capital, appropriate recycling technologies and

access to waste materials. Sometimes access to waste

materials has to gain in exchange of money and by
compromising with situations those violates children and

women rights and protection.

Waste Pickers get infected with dangerous diseases and

becoming physically unable to earn a livelihood when they
unsafely deals with medical wastes (e.g. needles, scalpels,
reagents, medicines, solvent, human tissues, body parts,

fetus, infectious waste such as blood and body fluids etc.).

Unsafe disposal of medical wastes in nearby dustbins and

waste dump sites attract stray animals and waste pickers and

become breeding grounds for vector-bome, water-based
and fecal-oral infections (MOHFW 2017). Thus, waste
pickers are losing their health and livelihoods. However,
effective implementation of the Bangladesh Environment
Conservation (Amendment) Act 2010 and Medical Waste
(management and processing) Rule, 2008 can protect the

live and livelihood of the waste pickers.

Lack of access to services and entitlements by the waste

picker community of Dhaka city may appear as a major
barier to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) like "No Poverly (Goal 1)", " Zero Hunger (Goal
2)", "Good Health and Well-being (Goal 3), "Quality
Education (Goal 4), "Gender Equality (Goal 5)", "Clean
Water and Sanitation (Goal 6)", "Decent Work and

Economic Growth (Goal 8), "Reduced Inequalities (Goal
10)", "Sustainable Cities and Communities (Goal 11)",
"Responsible Consumption and Production (Goal-12)" and

"Climate Action (Goal l3)". In addition, still no support
from government or donor agencies is visible for
waste-pickers in Bangladesh for their human development.

Rights to Decent Work and Right to
Entitlements of the Waste Pickers

The principal route out of poverry is work. But this
happens only when work is decent, productive, provides

fair wages, underpinned by rights. Decent work
contributes directly to povefiy eradication and reduction
of income inequality.

Article-15 of the Constitution of Bangladesh says that "It
shall be a fundamental responsibility of the State to
attair...(b) the right to work, that is the right to guaranteed
employment at a reasonable wage having regard to the
quantity and quality of work.The right to work is
enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and recognized in the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultrual Rights. Moreover,
"Article-15 of the Constitution of Bangladesh says that "It
shall be a fundamental responsibility of the State to
attain...(d) the right to social security, that is to say, to
public assistance in cases of undeserved want arising from
unemployment, illness or disablement, or suffered by
widows or orphans or in old age, or in other such cases".
So, there is a constitutional obligation to ensure rights to
decent work and sustainable livelihood, legal
accreditation and acknowledgement of the work of waste
pickers as a dignified profession.

The ILO Decent Work Agenda (DWA) provides a useful,
rights-based reference for the understanding of decent
work (Intemational Trade Union Confederation 2012).
Decent work is central to sustainable poverty reduction
and sustainable development (ILO 2013).

Llaste Pickers engaged in woste collettion from urban households in Dhaka City

Strategy: Legal accreditation and formal job for the

informal waste pickers by the City Corporations

In Local Govemment (municipality) Ordinance, 2009, it
has been stated that "(3.1) A municipality shall make
adequate arrangements for the removal of refuse from all
public streets, public latrines, urinals, drains, and all
buildings and land vested in the municipality and for the
collection and proper disposal of such refuse... (3.4) A11

refuse removed and collected by the staff of the
municipality or under their control and supervision and all
refuse deposited in the dustbins and other receptacles
provided by the municipality shall be the property of the
municipality (B angladesh G azette, 5th October 20 1 0).

Although informal waste pickers contribute a lot for waste
collection, recovery, reuse and recycling but municipal
authority neither pay for their works nor acknowledge their



contribution to municipal waste management. As a result,

despite of all the contribution to the country's recycling and

green economy and environment, they are invisible in the

national statistics and excluded from social securify system

(old age allowance, disability allowance, matemity
allowance, widow allowance, vulnerable group

feeding/development program etc.) and other benefits of
formal contracting. So, engaging the informal waste pickers

in formal iobs by the city corporations, legal accreditation
and acknowledgement of the contribution of the informal
waste pickers is essential to ensure decent occupation and

sustainable livelihood for them as citizens of Bangladesh.

Benefits of Legal Accreditation 0f the Waste Pickers

1. Legal accreditation of informal waste pickers will help

them to be acknowledged as worker and accelerate the

process of their inclusion as a category of work in the

National Labour Force Database.

2. Formal involvement of the waste pickers or

out-contracting the waste management related jobs to
waste pickers or their cooperatives in MSWM System will
acknowledge their contribution in promoting urban

environment and national economy and pave the way for
sustainabie livelihood for waste pickers.

3. Ofhcial data on waste pickers and recycling industry will
help the policy planners in formulating effective policies

and interventions for integrating waste pickers in MSWM
and national development plans to achievethe SDGs.

Policy Recommendation

1. City Corporations and Municipalities should employ the

informal waste pickers in formal jobs in the Municipal
Waste Management Systems.

2. Waste Pickers work in a very hazardous and risky
environment without any occupational safety measure or

skilis. Government, DCC and development partners should

emphasize on providing occupational safety equipment

and occupational safefy training to waste pickers.

3. DCC should protect and promote the waste pickers

engaged in household waste collection service with
occupational safety equipment, training, legal

accreditation and formal employment.

Because ofpoverty, sickness or accidents waste pickers are

highly exposed to economic shock and it becomes almost

impossible for them to get recovered. Government should

adopt special Safety Net Programs for the waste pickers.

Waste pickers especially child waste pickers are deprived

of access to education, technical and vocationai training
and health care services. The govemment should allocate a

special budget for the human development of the waste

picker community.

Skill training on recycling, transfer of appropriate technologies

to waste pickers and entrepreneurship development

opportunities for waste pickers and smal1 recyclable material

traders are required to promote green business i.e. recycling

activities to promote decentjobs and sustainable cities.

6. Govt. should act to finalize and implement SWMR to protect

health, maintain standards of waste handling and livelihood.
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